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------ Forwarded Message
From: Linda Thrane <thrane@rice.edu>
Date: Mon, 25 Oct 201010:01:59 -0500
To: John Proffitt <IProffitt@kuhf.org>
Subject: RE: checking in
Okay ... let's get together and then we'll some great candidates for you.

From: Proffitt, John M [mailto:jproffitt@kuhf,org]
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2010 9:46 AM
To: Linda Thrane
Subject: Re: checking in

Hi Linda-We miss you! But, you're right - discretion is called for during this one, at the very least.
We don't anticipate any particular problems, but....you never know!
all, not just Rice. We can meet sometime after the campaign if that's
Debra Fraser is handling the internships
convenient for you. We had one lined up already, but she withdrew (we hope only temporarily) in part because of her
loyalty to the opposition to the sale. Sigh.
John

On 10/25/10 09:19, "Linda Thrane" <thrane@rice.edu> wrote:
Hi, John: Well, one more hurdle has been overcome, and let's hope the FCC acts quickly and definitively. (Do you
anticipate any problems there?) Anyway, it is with some pangs that I listen to your fall fundraiser, but clearly this is a time
when discretion is the better part of valor. I'm glad you are promoting the new public radio option to your listeners - a
message that was sorely missing earlier on. Best wishes on hitting your goal.
We should talk sometime about how you envision the Rice internships working. I'm going to start reminding our
constituencies that this is part of the deal and something that some lucky students will really benefit from.
Take care and my best wishes to Debra, Kathy and the whole crew. Linda
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